Abstract: Corn (Zea mays L.) is one of the most sensitive crops to planting pattern and early-season uniformity. The most common method to determine number of plants is by visual inspection on the ground but this field activity becomes time-consuming, labor-intensive, biased, and may lead to less profitable decisions by farmers. The objective of this study was to develop a reliable, timely, and unbiased method for counting corn plants based on ultra-high-resolution imagery acquired from unmanned aerial systems (UAS) to automatically scout fields and applied to real field conditions. A ground sampling distance of 2.4 mm was targeted to extract information at a plant-level basis. First, an excess greenness (ExG) index was used to individualized green pixels from the background, then rows and inter-row contours were identified and extracted. A scalable training procedure was implemented using geometric descriptors as inputs of the classifier. Second, a decision tree was implemented and tested using two training modes in each site to expose the workflow to different ground conditions at the time of the aerial data acquisition. Differences in performance were due to training modes and spatial resolutions in the two sites. For an object classification task, an overall accuracy of 0.96, based on the proportion of corrected assessment of corn and non-corn objects, was obtained for local (per-site) classification, and an accuracy of 0.93 was obtained for the combined training modes. For successful model implementation, plants should have between two to three leaves when images are collected (avoiding overlapping between plants). Best workflow performance was reached at 2.4 mm resolution corresponding to 10 m of altitude (lower altitude); higher altitudes were gradually penalized. The latter was coincident with the larger number of detected green objects in the images and the effectiveness of geometry as descriptor for corn plant detection.
Introduction
Corn (Zea mays L.) is one of the most responsive grain crops to agronomic management practices including planting pattern and plant density [1, 2] . Corn has a limited capacity to compensate for missing plants within a row, consequently penalizing grain yield per unit land area at the end of the season [3] [4] [5] . One of the most frequent practices to determine the final number of emerged plants is by visual inspection on the ground [6] . This is a labor-intensive, time-demanding, and cumbersome activity for farmers or researchers. Therefore, there is a need to find alternative and novel techniques to quantify plant stands. The novel process should also include quick data processing and data analyses so that the outcomes can help for efficient planning of operations (e.g., re-planting decisions) on the farm [7] . Recent advances in ground sensors and computer vision have provided new insights into plant counting via proximal sensing [8, 9] . The proximal sensing method can provide potential applications of automation and mechanization, which substantially reduces the cost of field scouting [10] . Shertha et al. [11] reported the use of the size and shape of corn plants to estimate plant density and row spacing via video frame sequencing, segmentation, and object classification using ground vehicles. In the same context, ground laser line-scanning was adopted to automatically locate stalk and interplant spacing [10] . Ground vehicles are used to mount proximal sensors or cameras to document images and videos. However, the use of ground vehicles is limited to small areas and often dependent on good trafficable conditions to successfully implement a programmed task. To overcome this, implementation and the use of remote sensing using aerial or satellite images and data is gaining importance. Thorp et al. [12] reported the use of aerial hyperspectral data and principal components analysis (PCA) for estimating densities of plants in corn fields. From the same authors, the best performance for the proposed method was reported at the later-vegetative stage (R 2 = 0.79) using 6-m resolution imagery. Early-season estimation of plant densities was significantly limited due to the dominant soil background signal when using meter level resolution imagery [12, 13] .
The use of small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) fills the gap of information between proximal ground sensing and meter spatial resolution platforms. The UAS platforms deliver unprecedented ultra-high spatial resolution imagery and flexible revisit time, and offer high versatility under adverse weather conditions [14, 15] . In this context, the use of UAS has been reported in agriculture for crop and weed detection [16] [17] [18] [19] . For weed management, detailed knowledge on the spatial distribution of crops and weeds can significantly reduce the impact of agrochemicals on the environment by using site-specific interventions [17] . Moreover, early detection of crop and weeds aligns with best practices to maximize the effectiveness of agrochemical applications and yield potential [17] . Perez-Ortiz et al. [20] reported the use of a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, utilizing color intensity and geometrical information as input features for weed and crop mapping. The spatial resolution was critical in the performance of the classifier as also identified by Peñaet et al. [16] .
In general, the implementation of UAS in agriculture has been focused on the extraction of information at the "canopy scale" for further biophysical and yield prediction [21, 22] . This approach has been extensively reported via integration of UAS and sensors: RGB, multi-spectral, hyperspectral, and thermal imagery had been used to estimate biomass [23] , LAI [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , canopy height [21, 23, 29, 30] , nitrogen [27, 31, 32] , chlorophyll [32, 33] , and temperature [34] [35] [36] . Recently, Jin et al. [37] estimated plant density in wheat from UAS observations using a RGB sensor, ultra-high-resolution imagery, and a support vector machine classifier. Modern approaches on smart farming typically need detailed knowledge of the current status of crops in the fields. The earlier the yield-limiting factors are identified at the field level, the greater the chances to understand the causes and identify potential farming solutions [17] . However, most of the studies on plant density estimation have been implemented via utilization of RGB sensors and computer vision via ground vehicles [8, 9, 38, 39] . Scarce attention has been focused on counting and segmenting individual plants in real field conditions via UAS. Recently, Gnädinger and Schmidhalter [40] implemented a digital counting procedure using a decorrelation stretch contrast enhancement in the RGB feature space domain via UAS. The developed method utilizes the color differences between young and old leaves to estimate plants of different age groups in the image, with an R 2 of 0.89 between ground-truthing and estimated plant count. However, the challenge of image thresholding techniques is that they may be prone to misclassification due to the similar spectral response of target and non-target vegetation in the image [41, 42] .
The current work aims to contribute to the transition from passive and time-delayed workflows into more automatized, reactive, and integrated systems of managing information on monitoring crop performance on farmers' fields [43] [44] [45] by developing a tool for quantifying early-season stand counts for corn. Briefly, the present work has been implemented using ultra-high-resolution imagery for plant metric extraction and the workflow was developed by applying the following steps: (i) identify green and non-green regions, (ii) perform a row detection procedure, (iii) extract geometric descriptors of the green objects, and as a last step, (iv) train a decision tree classifier to retrieve information on count and location of the corn plants.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Sites
Two fields were included to test the workflow under different field conditions such as crop residue, soil backscatter, and crop growth stages. Farmers' fields sites were located in the NE region of Kansas (KS), US ( Figure 1 19 .70"W). Both fields were managed in a soybean-corn rotation. The size of the field in site 1 was 18 hectares, managed under rainfed conditions. The size of the field in site 2 was 64 hectares, under irrigation The plant density in both the fields was 7.5 plants m −2 and inter-row distance 0.75 m.
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Materials and Methods
Experimental Sites
Two fields were included to test the workflow under different field conditions such as crop residue, soil backscatter, and crop growth stages. Farmers' fields sites were located in the NE region of Kansas (KS), US ( Figure 1 ). Site 1 was located at Atchison County, KS (39°33′14.84″N, 95°33′46.07″W). Site 2 was located at Jefferson County, KS (39°3′23.60″N, 95°23′19.70″W). Both fields were managed in a soybean-corn rotation. The size of the field in site 1 was 18 hectares, managed under rainfed conditions. The size of the field in site 2 was 64 hectares, under irrigation The plant density in both the fields was 7.5 plants m −2 and inter-row distance 0.75 m. 
Platform, Sensor, and Field Data Collection
A UAS octocopter platform (S1000, DJI, Shenzhen, China) was utilized to collect the aerial images and data. The platform included the A2 flight controller and Global Positioning System (GPS) units used to set up flight missions (S1000, DJI, Shenzhen, China). The flight parameters setting was controlled using UgCs ground station software (UgCs, Riga, Latvia). A PX4 Pixhawk autopilot [46] was installed in the same platform for full control of the intervalometer of the sensor via Mission 
A UAS octocopter platform (S1000, DJI, Shenzhen, China) was utilized to collect the aerial images and data. The platform included the A2 flight controller and Global Positioning System (GPS) units used to set up flight missions (S1000, DJI, Shenzhen, China). The flight parameters setting was controlled using UgCs ground station software (UgCs, Riga, Latvia). A PX4 Pixhawk autopilot [46] was installed in the same platform for full control of the intervalometer of the sensor via Mission Planner ground station, an open-source software developed by Michael Osborne (http://planner.ardupilot.com). Nine sample areas of 0.2 hectares were randomly selected and marked in each field prior to the growing season to account for varied spatial conditions from existing residues and non-corn objects. Flights used an automatic setting pattern of 4 parallel lines with a time-lapse of 4 s between images, targeting 25-30 images in each sample region of the field. Sidelapping and overlapping were set to 20%, targeting a consistent distribution of sample images in each sample area. The low overlapping requirement increases the efficiency of the flight and post-processing time compared to other data collection approaches (orthomosaic stitching) to analyze UAS data. The platform, camera orientation, and flight direction were set parallel to the direction of the rows. UAS flight autonomy was set for 15 min; 2 and 3 flights were needed to cover the nine sample areas for sites 1 and 2, respectively
The platform sensor included was an Alpha ILCE A5100 RGB Sony camera (Tokyo, Japan), mounted with a Sony SELP1650 PZ 16-50 mm lens (sensor resolution is 6000 × 4000 pixels). The aperture and exposure time was adjusted manually prior to each mission considering the ground speed of the UAS and light conditions at the time of flights. In all flights, the camera settings used manual exposure control; shutter speed was set to 1/3000 s, aperture to f5, ISO to 400 and 16 mm focal length configuration. One flight in each site was performed between May and June with full sun and 2-3 m s −1 wind conditions (Table 1) . On the date of the flights, sites 1 and 2 were at 2 and 2-3 visible leaves growth stage, respectively. Higher soil temperatures and adequate soil moisture conditions during the planting-emergence period in site 2 explained similar growth stages encountered in both locations on the date of the flights, despite a late planting date in site 2. The flight altitude was set to 10 m reaching a spatial resolution of 2.4 mm. 
Data Processing
The following workflow including five steps ( Figure 2 ) was developed and implemented after the images were collected from the fields: (1) images were converted into excess greenness (ExG)-vegetation index, (2) row detection and contours were delineated, (3) geometric descriptors were built from contours, (4) classifier training, and (5) classifier testing.
Steps 1, 2, and 3 were implemented via OpenCV Python modules [47] , steps 4 and 5 were implemented via Sklearn Python modules [48] .
For each site, image data sets were randomly divided into training (60%) and testing (40%) data sets. The training data set was used to predict the value of a target class by learning the decision rules inferred from the geometric descriptors of that class (corn or non-corn objects). The trained decision rules were then evaluated in a new data set (testing) to evaluate the performance of the model exposed to an independent data set. 
Vegetation Detection
In the training data set, the images were first utilized to classify vegetation and background pixels. The excess green index (ExG) [49] helps stretch the contrasting intensity response between green and background pixels. In addition, a bilateral filter was applied to decrease the noise intensity of each channel while preserving the edges of the green objects [41] .
A morphological operation was implemented to facilitate the isolation of green contours in the image by computing the corresponding intensity between contours and background. It includes both erosion and dilation transformations by utilizing a predefined kernel size to preserve the integrity of the green objects in the image [41] . An Otsu threshold procedure was adopted to transform the ExG grey scale into a binary image by using a discriminant criterion in the ExG scale. The method 
A morphological operation was implemented to facilitate the isolation of green contours in the image by computing the corresponding intensity between contours and background. It includes both erosion and dilation transformations by utilizing a predefined kernel size to preserve the integrity of the green objects in the image [41] . An Otsu threshold procedure was adopted to transform the ExG grey scale into a binary image by using a discriminant criterion in the ExG scale. The method automatically finds an optimal threshold value between both green and background classes [50] by minimizing the intra-class variance as much as possible.
ω 0 and ω 1 are the probabilities of the two classes and σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 are the variances of these two classes. "t" is the desired threshold that minimizes weighted sum of variances of these two classes. The binary transformation assigns a value of 1 to green pixels and 0 to background. Small non-target green contours, <400 connected pixels, are eliminated using a conditional rule.
Row Detection
First, canny edge detection was implemented to map structures with contrasting ExG intensity in the image. Edges are mostly related to the transitional regions between green objects and background pixels [41] . Hough transformation was adopted to define the orientation angle of the images [51] . The solution to the angle rotation was solved by a voting process of all possible angles between the Hough lines and the reference horizontal axis of the image. The angle that received more votes was chosen as the solution for the entire image rotation.
The ExG intensity was projected to the vertical axis of the image. The Savitzky-Golay [42] filter was utilized to smooth local-maxima peaks to better target the candidate areas for rows location ( Figure 3) . A relative threshold value defines the peaks that define the rows in the vertical projection of the image as follows: each peak must reach one third of the previous one, ExG intensity to be assumed as rows in the vertical axis. The selected peaks represent the rows of the crops in the image. In the same manner, the width of each row was equal to the width of the crest at the thresholding region. The process does not require external user supervision (automated process) to define an optimal threshold to locate the rows, allowing massive scaling of this step.
I A denotes the threshold that defines whether a peak is a crop row. I i is the sum of intensities of pixels in ith peak. The equation is from i = 2 to n where n is the number of peaks found.
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All contours were extracted from the row and inter-row areas of the image and labeled as corn and non-corn contours, respectively. This approach enables the scaling of the training as no manual tagging of classes is needed. The procedure assumes all contours in the inner region of the row belong to "corn class" and all inter-row contours belong to "non-corn class". Each contour is characterized by a set of 10 geometric descriptors. This step explores the potential of different geometries to efficiently characterize corn and non-corn objects.
Geometric descriptors were evaluated using the feature importance procedure based on the mean decrease of impurity [52] . Features decreasing the impurity have more importance in the selection, which accounts for potential collinearity between features by penalizing collinear features. According to the feature selection, aspect ratio, axis-diameter ratio, convex area, thinness, and solidity were found as significant contributors to characterize the two types of objects in the training data set.
Classifier Training
A decision tree (DT) classifier was implemented using the information of the geometric descriptors in each class as input features [53, 54] . A 6-fold, cross-validation (CV) procedure was implemented by leaving one out cross validation (LOOCV). It was utilized as a first approach as to how the classifier may generalize to the new independent data set (testing), and to identify potential overfitting of the model [53] ( Table 2 ). The DT was trained to relate the descriptors to the labeled corn and non-corn objects. Due to unbalanced sizes between classes, decision nodes were differently weighed to prevent class overfitting in the classifier. The 6-fold CV was used as an intermediate checkpoint of the classifier performance evaluation. The goal of this step was to create a model that predicts the value of a target class by learning the decision rules inferred from the geometric descriptors of that class. A model-selection procedure was used to determine the DT structure by finding a non-dominated solution representing a trade-off between the classifier performance and the computational cost following [54, 55] recommendations. Bottom-up pruning of the tree was implemented via a cost-complexity curve [54] removing statistical non-significant nodes, preventing overfitting, and saving the computational cost of the classifier [56] . The optimal structure that minimized computation time without penalizing the classifier performance had a tree depth of 10 levels and 20 sample leaves. Ground-truthing was implemented via visual inspection of individual plants on the testing data by accounting for: matching, non-matching, and non-detected plants, differences between the labeling output of the classifier, and the visual inspection of the contours.
To evaluate the scalability of the classifier, two training modes were considered: (a) local training and local site testing (LTLT) in each site, and (b) combined or joint training and local site testing (JTLT). The LTLT utilizes the site n training data set in training and evaluates the workflow using the site n testing data set. The JLTL utilizes the site n + m training data set in training and evaluates the workflow using the site n testing data set, and later the same evaluation in site m testing data set.
Classifier Performance Evaluation
Precision: for x class is the number of true positives (Tp), the number of objects correctly labeled as belonging to the x class divided by the total number of (Tp) plus false positives (Fp) as elements labeled as belonging to the x class but actually were part of class y.
Recall: for x class is the number of (Tp) divided by the total number of objects that actually belong to the x class false negatives (Fn), including the (Tp).
Accuracy is a global evaluator of the classifier performance for n classes evaluated. The number of objects of n classes have been corrected classified (Tp) and true negatives (Tn) divided by all the objects have been classified. Accuracy = (Tp + Tn)/(Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn)
Results and Discussion
Evaluation Metrics: Training Modes
The classifier ability to discriminate classes was evaluated by elaborating receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall curves [57, 58] . The performance of the classifier was accounted for at the plant-level basis, predicted object versus ground-truthing findings. A random selection of images was implemented in JLTL to account for a balanced training size and comparison between training modes (Figure 4) . 
Accuracy is a global evaluator of the classifier performance for n classes evaluated. The number of objects of n classes have been corrected classified (Tp) and true negatives (Tn) divided by all the objects have been classified. Accuracy = (Tp + Tn)/(Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn) (6)
Results and Discussion
Evaluation Metrics: Training Modes
The classifier ability to discriminate classes was evaluated by elaborating receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall curves [57, 58] . The performance of the classifier was accounted for at the plant-level basis, predicted object versus ground-truthing findings. A random selection of images was implemented in JLTL to account for a balanced training size and comparison between training modes (Figure 4 ). The JLTL recall outperforms LTLT in site 1, 0.92 to 0.97. The LTLT better targeted the classification of corn plants (ground-truthing) by reducing "false negatives", non-corn class (groundtruthing) classified as corn objects. Contrarily, LTLT outperforms JTLT in site 2, recall decreases from 0.95 to 0.93, JTLT presents lower power to correctly classify ground-truth non-corn objects ''false negative" as non-corn objects. A higher number of ground-truth corn plants were misclassified as non-corn class objects.
Precision slightly decreases when using JTLT, from 0.97 to 0.94 in site 1. A lower performance of the classifier on the "false positive" detection was documented due to a higher number of groundtruth non-corn objects classified as corn. Precision remained stable (0.96-0.97) in site 2 as an indication that "false positive" detection remained stable across training modes. Nevertheless, the overall accuracy followed a decreasing trend between sites when transitioning from LTLT to JTLT mode as noticed in the area under the curves (AUC) ( Figure 5 ). The LTLT reached an accuracy of 0.96 in both sites and decreased for JTLT to 0.92 for site 1 and 0.93 for site 2. The penalization was mainly due to a lower performance of the JTLT classifier on "false positives" detection, a slightly higher The JLTL recall outperforms LTLT in site 1, 0.92 to 0.97. The LTLT better targeted the classification of corn plants (ground-truthing) by reducing "false negatives", non-corn class (ground-truthing) classified as corn objects. Contrarily, LTLT outperforms JTLT in site 2, recall decreases from 0.95 to 0.93, JTLT presents lower power to correctly classify ground-truth non-corn objects ''false negative" as non-corn objects. A higher number of ground-truth corn plants were misclassified as non-corn class objects.
Precision slightly decreases when using JTLT, from 0.97 to 0.94 in site 1. A lower performance of the classifier on the "false positive" detection was documented due to a higher number of ground-truth non-corn objects classified as corn. Precision remained stable (0.96-0.97) in site 2 as an indication that "false positive" detection remained stable across training modes. Nevertheless, the overall accuracy followed a decreasing trend between sites when transitioning from LTLT to JTLT mode as noticed in the area under the curves (AUC) ( Figure 5 ). The LTLT reached an accuracy of 0.96 in both sites and decreased for JTLT to 0.92 for site 1 and 0.93 for site 2. The penalization was mainly due to a lower performance of the JTLT classifier on "false positives" detection, a slightly higher misclassification of ground-truth non-corn objects as corn. Outcomes of the LTLT are in accordance with [17] findings, reporting an accuracy of 0.96, recall of 0.99, and precision of 0.97 between crop and weed objects detection.
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A data downscaled resolution was simulated to evaluate the sensitivity of the workflow on plant detection by recreating degraded resolutions of increasing flight altitudes. The original resolution of 2.4 mm in site 1 was resized to 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 ( Figure 6 ), simulating 20, 40, and 80 m flight altitudes, respectively. For downscaling the data, simple linear kernels were implemented: 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 mean values of the original pixels scale values into the resulting downscaled pixel. All workflow steps were fully re-implemented at each downscaled resolution. Manual tuning of the pixels row size was utilized to prevent losing and incorrectly accounting for row and inter-row green objects during the training of the downscaled data set. The classifier accuracy was consistently penalized when the spatial resolution was degraded. Original resolution reached the highest accuracy of 0.96, and decreased to 0.89, 0.85, and 0.68 for each 2.4, 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 mm resolution, respectively ( Figure 6 ). The P/R curve was penalizing the downscaling following the same trend. Consequently, the overall performance of the classifier was penalized due to a lower sensitivity of geometry as efficient descriptor to differentiate corn and non- 
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A data downscaled resolution was simulated to evaluate the sensitivity of the workflow on plant detection by recreating degraded resolutions of increasing flight altitudes. The original resolution of 2.4 mm in site 1 was resized to 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 ( Figure 6 ), simulating 20, 40, and 80 m flight altitudes, respectively. For downscaling the data, simple linear kernels were implemented: 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 mean values of the original pixels scale values into the resulting downscaled pixel. All workflow steps were fully re-implemented at each downscaled resolution. Manual tuning of the pixels row size was utilized to prevent losing and incorrectly accounting for row and inter-row green objects during the training of the downscaled data set. Figure 6 ). The P/R curve was penalizing the downscaling following the same trend. Consequently, the overall performance of the classifier was penalized due to a lower sensitivity of geometry as efficient descriptor to differentiate corn and noncorn classes of objects. The classifier accuracy was consistently penalized when the spatial resolution was degraded. Original resolution reached the highest accuracy of 0.96, and decreased to 0.89, 0.85, and 0.68 for each 2.4, 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 mm resolution, respectively ( Figure 6 ). The P/R curve was penalizing the downscaling following the same trend. Consequently, the overall performance of the classifier was penalized due to a lower sensitivity of geometry as efficient descriptor to differentiate corn and non-corn classes of objects.
It should be noticed that downscaled resolution penalizes the ExG binarization step, and consequently, the ability of the workflow to distinguish objects in the image. The departure between ground-truth objects and the classifier detection assists with a metric on the sensitivity of the workflow to detect green objects in the image. A total of 15 images were selected for this analysis. The departure from ground-truthing (Figure 7) represents the relative distance between the number of true detected objects and the ones reported by the classifier when analyzing the images. When using the original 2.4-mm resolution, the penalization on the sensitivity to detect green objects remains very low (1.5%). When downscaled to 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 mm, the penalization increases to 6%, 12%, and 42%, respectively. The departure from ground-truthing ( Figure 7 ) represents the relative distance between the number of true detected objects and the ones reported by the classifier when analyzing the images. When using the original 2.4-mm resolution, the penalization on the sensitivity to detect green objects remains very low (1.5%). When downscaled to 4.8, 9.6, and 19.2 mm, the penalization increases to 6%, 12%, and 42%, respectively. Downscaled spatial resolution increases the ground sampling distance (GSD), meaning that a larger area on the ground is sensed per pixel unit. Thus, it becomes critical for transitional (green objects borders-background) areas of the image for quality contours delineation in the image. An increasing number of double objects by unit of contour due to "mixed signals" was progressively found when transitioning from finer to downscaled data generating an underestimation of the total number of contours (green objects) (Figure 7) . Current methods propose the use of ground vehicles or satellite data to estimate detailed information of plant status at the fields. The first one evidenced limitations by only being able to cover small areas and depending on good trafficable conditions. The second one does not provide the needed spatial resolution and the performance on this kind of task remains weak. The proposed workflow exploits synergistically the versatility of UAS platforms and a supervised learning procedure to identify crops and non-crops in the field enabling the differentiation between corn plants and weeds early in the season. In addition, the proposed workflow allows the identification and mapping of plants at a very early time in the season using real farm conditions and balancing the classifier performance between both corn and non-corn objects.
A few limitations from the tested method include: (i) late within-growing-season flights are prone to plant overlapping degrading the workflow performance and causing underestimation in the plant count; and (ii) plant density was not evaluated at field-scale since (1) the focus of this project remains in the evaluation of the classifier performance by itself corn plant identification, and (2) accurate field-scale plant density estimation needs accurate and precise ground scaling of the individual imagery via RTK (Real Time Kinematic) or PPK (Post Processed Kinematic) global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). An opportunity for delivering large scale, more efficient, and faster models can be pursued by collecting UAS data using a sub-sampling imagery strategy and spatial analysis. The latter appears as a potential solution for saving computational costs of Downscaled spatial resolution increases the ground sampling distance (GSD), meaning that a larger area on the ground is sensed per pixel unit. Thus, it becomes critical for transitional (green objects borders-background) areas of the image for quality contours delineation in the image. An increasing number of double objects by unit of contour due to "mixed signals" was progressively found when transitioning from finer to downscaled data generating an underestimation of the total number of contours (green objects) (Figure 7) . Current methods propose the use of ground vehicles or satellite data to estimate detailed information of plant status at the fields. The first one evidenced limitations by only being able to cover small areas and depending on good trafficable conditions. The second one does not provide the needed spatial resolution and the performance on this kind of task remains weak. The proposed workflow exploits synergistically the versatility of UAS platforms and a supervised learning procedure to identify crops and non-crops in the field enabling the differentiation between corn plants and weeds early in the season. In addition, the proposed workflow allows the identification and mapping of plants at a very early time in the season using real farm conditions and balancing the classifier performance between both corn and non-corn objects.
A few limitations from the tested method include: (i) late within-growing-season flights are prone to plant overlapping degrading the workflow performance and causing underestimation in the plant count; and (ii) plant density was not evaluated at field-scale since (1) the focus of this project remains in the evaluation of the classifier performance by itself corn plant identification, and (2) accurate field-scale plant density estimation needs accurate and precise ground scaling of the individual imagery via RTK (Real Time Kinematic) or PPK (Post Processed Kinematic) global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). An opportunity for delivering large scale, more efficient, and faster models can be pursued by collecting UAS data using a sub-sampling imagery strategy and spatial analysis. The latter appears as a potential solution for saving computational costs of processing data and preventing a degraded resolution from the original imagery when building an orthomosaic via the stitching procedure.
The main contribution of this paper is related to the development of a procedure to detect corn plants to better guide early season operations for farmers. The foundation of the method relies on the combination of traditional imagery and a supervised learning procedure. The outcome of the workflow allows the digital counting of plants using a low-cost UAS and RGB camera contributing to quantify early-season data of crop performance at on-farm conditions.
Future work should (a) study the potential of spectral and texture descriptors for classes delineation, (b) explore the potential of including multiclass non-corn objects by reducing the internal variance of non-corn objects, and (c) investigate the penalization of high wind conditions in the geometric descriptors and classifier performance.
Conclusions
In this work, we implement a workflow to identify corn plants in real field conditions using vegetation detection, feature extraction, and classification using aerial images by exploiting geometric descriptors information. The developed workflow utilizes the spatial arrangement of crops to scale up the training of the classifier. The proposed approach was implemented and tested with imagery data collected via UAS at two farm fields to evaluate the upscaling robustness of the workflow and the potential applications on farm operations. Even though the combined sites' training (0.92 and 0.93) performed lower than local site training mode (0.96), the combined training mode is still robust for scaling up the processes and, most importantly, to save computational time when dealing with massive amounts of data in the post-processing steps. The original 2.4 mm resolution portrayed the best performance to detect corn objects. Downscaled spatial resolutions gradually negatively impacted the workflow performance at two levels: (i) evidencing a lower sensitivity to detect green contours in the image due to an increased mixed signal (soil background-green objects) that degraded the contours delineation and (ii) decreasing the power of the classifier itself due to a degraded power of the geometry as an effective descriptor to differentiate both classes of objects. Results suggest that the optimal growth for accurate estimation for a field setting of corn plants is between two and three leaves.
